The closest you will ever get to the Moon.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The World’s First Lunar Smart Model Gives You A Stunning Astronaut's View Of The Moon
With The Touch Of A Finger.
An ultra realistic Moon model with integrated Augmented Reality
The AstroReality Lunar Model is a1/28,969,000 scale high definition 3D printed model of the
Moon that you can hold in your hands. Using the most accurate and advanced 3D printing
technology available today, Lunar is modeled to 0.006-millimeter per pixel precision, based on
data captured by NASA’s Lunar Orbiter science team.
This world’s first lunar smart model features a high-resolution topography, where each
topographic feature, each crater, is perfected by hand before it is finished with hand applied
colors and a safe, protective coating.
Using advanced Augmented Reality technology, the AstroReality Lunar Model paired with the
AstroReality app allows you to learn captivating facts, simulate Moon missions, learn trivia and
embark on personalized lunar adventures from your home or classroom.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MOON MODEL
Each crater and every feature on the Moon’s surface are a part of the Moon’s timeline and
narrative. Using state of the art technology, combined with exhaustive prototyping and
experimentation, the AstroReality Lunar Model brings the Moon’s story to life,
Unique polyurethane (PU) resin density, 3D printing and paint pigment ratios have been refined
to ensure that the AstroReality Lunar Model’s surface - it’s dead volcanoes, impact craters, seas
and lava flows - are so clearly visible it’s as if you were Buzz Aldrin witnessing them with a
naked eye.
In total, the co-founder James Li and his team of artists spent two and a half year perfecting
the AstroReality Lunar Model - crafting, building and testing each prototype in accordance with
NASA’s LRO (Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter) data to ensure unparalleled scientific accuracy.

-

Printing level height down to 0.05 millimeters

-

Printing error precision of 0.025 millimeters

-

Printing resolution reaching 4000DPI

-

Up to 0.006 millimeters per pixel precision printing accuracy

-

98%+ modeling accuracy achieved through unique PU Resin

-

Hand crafted and painted layers and finish on every single unit

-

Toy Safety, ATSM F963 Standard Consumer Safety Specification approved

-

Environmentally friendly paint and production processes

-

NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter team’s high resolution near-global topographic

map

AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE
The AstroReality Lunar Model is not only a scientific marvel and stunning piece of
craftsmanship, it’s also an invaluable and almost infinite source of knowledge and fun. From
comprehensive information about the Moon's most iconic landmarks and space missions, to
little known trivia and fascinating stories, Lunar’s Augmented Reality app weaves together an
unparalleled way to experience to the moon, in your hands, and through your smartphone.
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AstroReality:
www.astroreality.com

